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THE DAC 6 AT A GLANCE

A STEPPPING STONE: BEPS (1)

§ Commonly referred to as DAC 6, the EU directive on
administrative cooperation in the field of taxation will
enter into force on July 1, 2020 with a retroactive effect
(June 25, 2018).

§ The Mandatory Disclosure Rules (MDR) from DAC 6
emerged following the OECD’s ambitious anti-tax
avoidance project on Base BEPS launched in 2015.

§ BEPS refers to tax planning strategies that exploit gaps
and mismatches in tax rules to make profits «disappear»
for tax purposes or to shift profits to locations where there
is little or no real activity but the taxes are low, resulting
in little or no overall corporate tax being paid (double non-
taxation).

§ The 15 actions developed in BEPS set out here equip
governments with domestic and international instruments
to address tax avoidance, ensuring that profits are
taxed where economic activities generating the profits
are performed and where value is created.

§ With the DAC 6, the EU governments(2) go a new step
forward to counter tax avoidance.

KEY FEATURES

§ Implementation of the recommendations of the OECD BEPS
Action 12 on « Mandatory Disclosure Scheme »

§ Pressure from certain stakeholders followwing Panama and
Paradise Papers

(1) Base Erosion and Profit Shifting

WHY

WHAT

WHO

WHEN

§ Reporting to EU Tax Authorities of certain cross-corder tax
arrangements – « potentially agressive tax arrangements » - that
meet pre-define criteria (generic and specific hallmarks)

§ Automatic exchange of reported arrangements between EU Tax
Authorities

§ Intermediaries involved, except covered by legal professional
privilege or non-EU intermediaries

§ In case there are exceptions or if there are only in-house experts
involved, tax payers will be the ones to report

§ As from July 2020, reporting to Tax Authorities within 30 days
after the arrangement is made available/ready for
implementation or first step in implementation has taken place

§ Practical effect between June 25, 2018 and July 1, 2020 to be
reportable by August 31, 2020

WHERE
§ Arrangements which concern several EU Member States or a EU

Member State and a non-EU countryMAIN OBJECTIVES

§ Identify harmful tax practices and further increase tax
transparency

§ Set-up strict measures against intermediaries who
assist in arrangements leading to tax evasion

§ Discourage the use of aggressive cross-border tax-
planning arrangements

§ Create an environment of fair taxation in the internal
market

Each EU Member State was supposed to transpose DAC 6 in national law by the end
of 2019, which is far from being the case for almost half of the countries in scope.

All these countries shoud have implemented sanctions to penalize non-compliance
by the go-live date. The directive is supposed to be « effective, proportionate and
dissuasive», however failure to observe these new regulations could prove extremely
costly for Financial Institutions.

(2) EU Members State but also other countries from OECD (Canada, Switzerland, Mexico, Jersey)
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REGULATORY TIMELINE

REPORT OF THE TRANSITION PERIOD BY AUGUST 31, 2020

Intermediaries and relevant taxpayers must file information on
reportable cross-border arrangements for which the first step was
implemented of the « retroactive period », i.e between:

• the date of entry into force (on June 25, 2018); and

• the date of application of this Directive (on July 1, 2020)

August 31, 2020
Deadline for reports of 

transition period (3)
June 25, 2018

DAC enters into force

Mai 2018
DAC official
publication

July 1, 2020
Go-live: EU Member States
should apply the provision

Oct 31, 2020
First exchange
of information

2018 2019 2020

Transposition into national legislation

Dec 31, 2019
Deadline for DAC6 transposition

into EU Member States
National Laws

August 1, 2020
First report due

March 13, 2018
Political agreement

on DAC4

REPORTING IN BAU MODE FROM AUGUST 1, 2020: 

The arrangements made available for implementation from July 1, 2020
must be declared within 30 days
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THE DAC 6 KEY CONCEPTS

ARRANGEMENT

HALLMARKS

INTERMEDIARIESTAX PAYER

AGRESSIVE TAX PLANNING
• No legal definition
• Only hallmarks to consider

CROSS-BORDER

KEY CONCEPTS
OF DAC 6

• General and specific hallmarks,
criteria for the main tax benefit
test (MBT)

• Characteristic of a cross-border
arrangement that presents an
indication of a potential risk of
tax evasion

• No legal definition

• Lawyer, tax advisor, accounting or financial
advisor, financial companies, PSI ...

• Professional or independent

• Anyone to whom the arrangement is made
available for implementation, or who is
ready to implement the device or who has
implemented its first step

• Concerns either:
- more than one EU Member State; or
- a member state and a third country
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WHAT DOES THE CONCEPT « AGGRESSIVE TAX-PLANNING ARRANGEMENTS » MEAN?

§ The regulator does not define the
concept of “aggressive tax-
planning arrangements” but has
listed the characteristics and
elements of transactions that are
more likely expected to be tax
avoidance or abuse.

§ Those indications are referred to as
« hallmarks » (see nex slide). A
hallmark is defined as follows:

« Means a characteristic or feature
of a cross-border arrangement that
presents an indication of a potential
risk of tax avoidance »

§ An arrangement that has at least
one of the hallmarks is a reportable
cross- border arrangement as of July
1st, 2020.

§ A cross-border arrangement is
defined by its geographic
dimension:

«Cross-border arrangement means
an arrangement concerning either
more than one EU Member State or a
EU Member State and a third country
where at least one the of following
conditions are met:

• Not all the participants in the
arrangement are resident for tax
purposes in the same jurisdiction

• One or more of the participants
in the arrangement is/are
simultaneously resident for tax
purposes in more than one
jurisdiction;… »

§ Bespoke arrangement : «Any
cross-border arrangement that is not
marketable »

§ Marketable arrangement: «A
cross-border arrangement that is
designed, marked, ready for
implementation or made available
for implementation without need to
be substantially customized »

3 KEY ELEMENTS TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT

NO DEFINITION
BUT  « HALLMARKS »

WHAT DOES
« CROSS-BORDER »

MEAN?

2 TYPES OF
CROSS BORDER

ARRANGEMENTS
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THE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

SCOPE

IN

OUT

Under Artice 2, DAC 6 shall apply to all taxes of any kind
levied by, or on behalf of a EU Member State or the EU
Member State’s territorial or adminitrative subdivisions,
including the local authorities

Under Artice 2, DAC 6 shall NOT apply to:

• Value added tax and custom duties or to excise duties
covered by other Union legislation on adminitrative
cooperation between EU Member States

• Compulsory social security contribution payable to a EU
Membre State or a subdivision of the Member State or to
social Security Institutions established under public law

IN PRACTICE, DAC 6 COVERS:

STEP 1 STEP 2

1 2

§ DAC 6 requires mandatory reporting and automatic exchange of
information by the Tax Authorities of the EU Member States for
certain cross-border arrangements.

§ The reporting follows a 2-step approach :

REPORTING PROCESS

CORPORATE 
TAX

INDIVIDUAL 
TAX

INHERITANCE 
TAX

INTERMEDIARIES 
REPORTING

Intermediaries have to
inform their Tax Authority
of certain cross-border
arrangements that could
potentially be used for
aggressive tax planning

SHARING OF 
INFORMATION

The Tax Authorities have to
share information with their
peers in other EU Member
States

For Financial Institutions, the scope of reporting is very broad
and should include Business activities but also Corporate (own
account) and HR arrangements
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THE 15 HALLMARKS

GENERAL HALLMARKS

SPECIFIC HALLMARKS

SPECIFIC HALLMARKS 
RELATED TO CROSS-

BORDER TRANSACTONS

SPECIFIC HALLMARKS 
CONCERNING 

AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE 
OF INFORMATION AND 

BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP

SPECIFIC HALLMARKS 
CONCERNING TRANSFER 

PRICING

1

2

3

Arrangement with a condition of confidentiality

Arrangement with result/guarantee based fees

Arrangement with standardised documentation and/or structure (marketable
arrangement)

Acquiring a loss-making company to reduce tax liabilities1

2

3

Converting income into revenues taxed at a lower level or exempt from tax

Including circular transactions resulting in the round-tripping of funds

1

2

3

Involving deductible cross-border payments between associated enterprises
with no/lower corporate taxes or preferential tax regime

Claiming the deduction of the same depreciation on the asset in several
jurisdictions

4

Claiming relief from double taxation on the same item in several jurisdictions

Transferring assets with asymmetric cross-border value

1

2

Arrangements undermining/bypassing the reporting obligation

Use of cross-border non-transparent legal or beneicial ownership chain
concealing the identity of beneficial owners

1

2

3

Use of unilateral safe harbour rules

Transfer of hard-to-value intangibles between associated enterprises

Intragroup cross-border transfer of functions and/or risks and/or assets leading
to a decrease of EBIT (>50%)

A

B

C1

C2

D (3)

E

(3) Hallmark D category applies to Asset Managers that qualified for Reporting Financial Institution status under CRS

MAIN 
BENEFIT

TEST

Reported
when

one of the main 
objectives 

expected from
an arrangement 

is a tax
advantage

NO MAIN 
BENEFIT 

TEST

Reported
in all cases if the 

arrangement 
meets one of the 

hallmarksIF
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SUMMARY OF THE REPORTING OBLIGATIONS

§ The primary responsibility for
disclosure rests with an EU
intermediary (e.g. tax adviser,
lawyer, asset manager) who
designs, markets, organises or
makes available for
implementation or manages the
implementation of a reportable
cross-border arrangement

§ If there is no intermediary
involved who is resident in an
EU Member State, then the
taxpayers themselves must
report.

§ The reporting obligation applies
to predefined cross-border
arrangements involving two or
more EU Member States, or a
Member State and a third country.

§ An arrangement must be reported
if it satisfies at least one of the
hallmarks in the law.

§ Certain hallmarks can only be
considered if a main benefit test is
also met. For example, if one of
the main benefits of an
arrangement is to obtain a tax
advantage, then the said
arrangement might become
reportable.

§ Generally, reporting must occur
within a 30-day period from the
earliest date of the arrangement
being made available or being
ready for implementation, or the
first step of implementation being
made (effective from July 1, 2020).

§ Reporting obligations already
exist for reportable arrangements
that are implemented after 25
June 2018 and before 30 June
2020 (due on August 31, 2020).

§ Exception: New mandatory
disclosure rules implemented in
Poland since January 1, 2019.
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§ The scope of DAC 6 is very wide-
reaching and, while some of the
hallmarks target arrangements
that provide a tax advantage as
the main benefit, there are other
hallmarks not linked to this “main
benefit test” meaning that there
may not be a safe harbor for
commercial arrangements.

§ The reporting obligation applies to all
intermediaries unless they are protected by a
legal privilege (e.g. attorney-client privilege),
an option (partially) taken by local legislator
and further detailed in the national law.

§ An asset manager can be an intermediary if it
is a promoter or service provider of a
reportable arrangement.

§ Regarding the term « promoter », an
intermediary is “any person that designs,
markets, organizes or makes available for
implementation or manages the implementation
of a reportable cross-border arrangement.”

§ Regarding the term « service provider », an
intermediary also includes “any person that
knows or could be reasonably expected to know
that they have undertaken to provide aid,
assistance or advice with respect to a reportable
cross-border arrangement.”

§ Management of foreign investment
vehicles/foreign assets

§ Assistance with alternative investment
structures with foreign investors

§ Reclaim of withholding taxes
§ Management of AIFs
§ Management of accumulation funds
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IN WHAT SITUATIONS 
COULD ASSET MANAGERS

FACE REPORTING OBLIGATIONS?

IS AN ASSET MANAGER
AN INTERMEDIARY?

BUSINESS CASE
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WHAT TO DO?

• Review hallmarks referring to substantially standardized documentation and/or structure
and to no or low tax jurisdictions and in particular examine hallmarks that focus on
converting income into capital or other revenue categories benefitting from a more
favorable taxation. Consider other hallmarks that may also apply if the asset manager has
designed, marketed, organized, or facilitated an arrangement

• Create controls/checklists to detect hallmarks

• Identify potential situations where the Asset Manager acts as an intermediary based on
its activity/business model

• Identify other intermediaries involved in arrangements

• Pinpoint affected departments/business lines and organize the systematic collection of
reportable information

• Sensitize affected departments/business lines to the new reporting requirements

• Review and adapt existing due diligence and reporting procedures

• Collect information for identified reportable arrangements that are put into place as
from 25 June 2018

• Analyze the cross-border business to assess any potentially reportable arrangements2

4

1

3

6

5

7

8

• EFAMA has provided two
responses to the European
Commission regarding the key
concerns of the European
investment management industry

• Some of the key topics submitted
in those documents relate to
requests for clarifications of the
concepts of “intermediaries” and
“taxpayers” in the context of the
investment management industry,
as well as more practical guidance
as to what constitutes “proof of
reporting”.

• Today, the industry is concerned
that too broad an interpretation of
specific hallmarks and the so-called
‘main benefit test’ might result in
mass-reporting and significant
administrative burden for
intermediaries. Indeed, numerous
investment products could be
reported, given their favorable tax
features in most jurisdictions.

OPEN QUESTIONS
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HOT TOPICS AND OPEN ISSUES

1 2

43

OPEN ISSUES

§ Final substance of national
transpositions and potential
significant discrepancies (additional
specific hallmarks, sanctions, moving
status of rules …)

§ Definition of the key stakeholders
roles and responsibilities
(identification, reporting and control
of reportable arrangements)

§ Tightness of the timeline for first
reporting but also for the reporting of
new reportable arrangement (within
30 days) in Business as Usual (BAU)

§ Information availability on reportable
arrangements

§ Design of a BAU process

§ Potential need of a BAU tool and
interface with a reporting system

§ First and second levels of control
definition and roll out

HOT TOPICS
OWN ACCOUNT ASSET INVESTMENT

HUMAN RESOURCESINVESTORS STRUCTURES

§ Intra-group operations
creating a tax advantage
through financing or
structuring of the group

§ Intra-group restructuring
in a cross-border context
(e.g., Brexit)

§ Listed securities investment
world: cross-border
investment allowing pre-tax
upflows from securities to fund

§ Real Assets/Private Equity
world: structures facilitating
pre-tax flows in a cross-border
environment from assets to
fund

§ Cross-border compensation
structures: any situation where
structure allows for a decrease in
taxation as compared to a
domestic situation

§ Cross-border equity on profit
sharing plans: any situation
allowing for tax saving as
compared to purely domestic
situation

KEY QUESTIONS

§ What is an aggressive tax planning operation? Topic under discussion in the transposition of the Directive in National laws

§ How can Financial Institutions build robust identification and reporting process?

§ What are the Strategic impacts on the business models as first impact assessment show that sensitive areas are client access structure to
funds, asset investment models and HR models ?

§ Any structure which would
circumvent Automated
Exchange of Information
requirements

§ Any structure which would
have for effect to diminish
taxation of Investors
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EXAMPLE OF OPEN ITEMS FOR ASSET MANAGERS 

HALLMARKS TO CONSIDER
FOR FUND STRUCTURES

The hallmark related to cross-border interest
deductions could impact a lot of fund
structures. UCITS funds may be impacted by
the hallmarks related to standardised
documentation.

FUND MANAGER
AS AN INTERMEDIARY

In many Asset Management structures, the
Fund Manager, General Partner or Fund
Administrator will manage the relevant funds.
Such a Manager/GP may qualify as an
intermediary under DAC6 with associated
reporting obligations.

INTERACTION WITH OTHER 
REGULATIONS

DAC6 is just one aspect of tax transparency
regulations. A holistic approach to consider
DAC6 in the context of ATAD II, BEPS and
other regulations is required to fully
appreciate the impact on investment
returns.

COORDINATION EU/UK
POST BREXIT

Post-Brexit implications of changes to direct
and indirect taxes under UK and EU tax laws
need to be reviewed for Groups based on
the final Brexit scenario.

The implications for the Asset management
and Private Equity (PE) industry is to be
causiously considered.

MONITORING
OF LOCAL REGULATIONS

The importance of the fund industry in
certain EU Member States may lead to some
divergence in terms of implementation of
the directive. It is important to monitor such
local laws and guidance to stay informed.
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